**Corrugated Partition Products At-A-Glance**

We realize the most important thing to you is what’s inside your box —
the most important thing to RTS is protecting it!

RTS Packaging, LLC specializes in the design and manufacture of solid fibre and corrugated partitions, sheeted paperboard products, folding cartons, beverage carriers and die-cut paperboard components.

With our specialized corrugated partition equipment, we are able to manufacture a clean corrugated partition with corner cuts, orientation notches, “V” notches and locking features, to increase efficiencies when inserting partitions into boxes.

Our corrugated manufacturing process does not require the need for costly cutting dies. This provides greater flexibility while providing high quality conventional partitions, comparable to steel rule die cut partitions.

This process allows us the ability to produce conventional partitions as well as ‘U’ and ‘2-slot’ partitions in 6, 8, or 12-cell configurations.
The patented “Y” necked friction lock allows for a corrugated partition that will not only stay together but will also collapse easily (without trying to spring apart) and opens easily without binding. This corrugated partition design is of particular benefit to the glass, liquor, and wine industry.

The special features aid in the use of automatic inserting equipment. The manufacturing process produces a much cleaner corrugated partition than conventional slotted corrugated partitions.
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